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PREFACE 
The history of the German Department which is told 
on the follo,dng pages needs no introduction, but a few 
initial words of appreciation are very much in order o Our 
thanks for putting the histroy together go to two people. 
First to Mr. Robert. Popham, one of our undergraduate 
majors, who gathered much of tha historical material and 
who did so with skill and understanding. And second to 
the history's author, Oskar Seidlin. I suppose it must 
be difficult for anyone to write the story of a department 
in whose squabbles and successes and fortunes he has been 
intimately involved for many, many years. For Oskar Seidlin, 
however, the task was doubly difficult. The history of 
the department's rise to excellence over the last three 
decades is in fairly large measure the same history as 
that of Seidlin's own career .. As one of the most distinguishec 
scholars at this or any other university, he had the well­
nigh impossible task of telling the story objectively 
without at the same time sounding shamelessly vain. To 
avoid the latter danger he presents a less objective 
chronicle than another writer would have done. For while 
one certainly gets an impression of his stature as scholar 
and teacher from the narrative, his fear of appearing 
immodest has led him to give his own accomplishments and 
the many honors he has brought to Ohio State considerably 
less than their proper due. 
Charles W. Hoffmann 
THE BEGINNINGS 
When in the fall of 1873, after three years of 
planning and preparation, the Ohio Agricultural and 
Mechanical College, from which was to emerge the Ohio 
State Univer3ity in 1878, opened its gates to the first 
freshman class of 25 students, the academic offerings 
of the new institution were grouped in 10 departments o
The ninth of these was the Department of Modern and 
Ancient Languages o Its establishment had not been quite 
effortless and smooth o The more professionally oriented 
men among the founding fathers had objected to the de­
cision of the Board of Trustees (January 6, 1871) to 
provide for two chairs in languages and literatures, one 
in English and modern languages and literatures and a 
second in ancient languages and literaturesn The main 
spokesman among the critics, Norton S o Townsend, later 
professor of Agriculture, had objected to two professor­
ahips in languages und literatures a3 "unneeded in techni­
cal education o " His motion lost, though by the slimmest 
of margins (8 to 7)o 
It was not exactly the principle of a liberal and 
humanistic education which had prevailed in this vote, 
but rather a practical consideration, which the secre-
tary of the trustees had expressed in these words: 
It may be asserted with perfect truth that he who 
wishes to keep thoroughly posted in agriculture 
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as a science or with the constant progress in 
the mechanical arts, chemistry and other sciences
will need to read as many books and memoirs in 
French and German as he will in English o 
The man who was to teach the first freshman class 
to read these books and memoirs was Joseph Milliken, 
I·LA o , who was named professor of English and Modern 
Languages and Literatures on September 20, 18730 Since
in the first term of the university's operation French
was not yet offered in the College program, German was
actually the first modern foreign language taught at
the new institution o 
Joseph Milliken was born in 1840 near Hamilton, 
Ohio, the son of a retired lawyer who was twice elected 
treasurer$ the State of Ohio o He received a classical
education at Hanover College, Indiana, after trans-
ferring from Miami University, Ohio, which thanks to 
his precocity he had entered at the age of fourteen o His 
original professional goal was the ministry, and in 1862
he was ordained a minister of the Presbyterian Churcho
Yet frail health, which had plagued him since his student
da1s, seemed to make an academic career more· advisabl�,
and in 1870 he accepted an invitation as professor of
Greek language and literature at his old Alma Mater,
Miami University o Three years later he moved from Miami
to the new Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College as
a professor of English and Modern Languages and Litera-
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tures" His tenure at the Ohio State University was 
relatively short" In 1881 ill health forced him to 
resign his position; and after a vain attempt to regain 
his strength in Florida, he died in Hamilton, Ohio, in 
1882 0 
Professor I1illiken's teaching burden would have 
been backbreaking even for a much more robust man" After 
French had been added to the academic program, Milliken 
taught one class in English, one in French and two in 
German" This made him responsible "for seven daily reci­
tations of one hour each"" At this time (1875) his 
yearly salary was$ 2,250, and although he confessed
in the annual departmental report that "my classes and 
myself are cheerfully doing our best," he complained 
that the professional demands were "more than I can do 
with perfect justice to myself or the branches I teach o " 
Even President Orton had to concur, admitting that such 
work "is clearly beyond the power of one per3on to per­
form o 11 It was therefore decided that Professor Milliken 
needed an assistant, especially for the teaching of 
French o
So in 1875 the Board appointed Miss Alice K o Williams, 
a native of Bowling Green, Ohio o After preparing in her 
hometown school and at the New Church Academy in Waltham, 
Masso, she had been among the first 25 students to en-
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roll at the Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College 
in 1873; and 3he now became the first woman teacher at 
the new institution with the official title "Tutor in 
the Department of English and Modern and Ancient Languages 0 11 
Her position carried a yearly remuneration of$ 450 to 
be paid in 10 monthly installments o Miss william3 taught 
one required course in English, one in German and two 
in French o 3he remained with the department for 14 years, 
after 1887 as an Assistant Professor and eventually as 
an Associate Professor, which latter rank had been de­
clared proper by the Board of Trustees for a departmental 
chairman o This Mi,ss 'Williams had become after Milliken' s 
resignation and demise o Shortly thereafter Mis3 'Williams' 
name disappeared from the roster of the teaching staff 
of the Ohio State University" She received an unpaid 
year's leave for studies in Europe in 1889/90, and there 
is no record that she returned to the department after 
this leave of absenceo 
The method employed by the first foreign language 
teachers of the Ohio State University was based primarily 
on grammatical drill and translation practiceo To ju3tify 
this procedure Milliken proffered a whole series of 
arguments o He stated that in principle this method was 
in accord with "the best college usage and authority" 
and particularly applicable at an agricultural and me­
chanical school with large enrollments in language classes 
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where the proficiency in speaking a foreign language 
was considered "an incident rather than an aim of the 
course"" Already at the end of the first year of the 
college's operation (Summer 187Lt) the Circular and 
Catalogue had laid down the ground rule: 
The French and German languages, with which every­
one who expects to attain a good degree of pro­
ficiency in the natural sciences must acquaint him­
self, and which are in themselves desirable studies, 
can be pursued here in courses as extensive as the 
needs of the studenta may demando 
With all the e.mphasis on the practical use of modern 
languages for the natural sciences, Milliken was aware 
of their desirability in themselves; and the curriculum 
which he had designed offers proof of this awarenesso 
The first term of the first year was devoted to the study 
of grammar, using Whitney's GraII1£1_ar and Readero 
In the second term a selection of German poetry was 
added, which offered further o,portunities for grammatical 
drill, while in the third term the reading of a prose 
text (Andersen's Ei�j£_n_g_frau) formed the basis for compo­
sition and conversation" This shift in emphasis was duG 
mainly to Miss Williams' efforts, but Milliken had gladly 
accepted it, pointing out that "from writing to speaking 
the way is easy o " 
In the 3econd year the student was ready to read and 
discuss representative samples of German Classical litera-
ture, among them Goethe's �gmont, Schiller's Do�-_Q_�rlos 
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and Braut von Messina and Lessing's Emilia Galotti o ---.-...--·-··------- - ---·---....- ...__---..,- ..... --
Lectures and reading materials on the history of German 
literature and language offered a survey which placed 
the individual texts in their proper context o In 1878, 
five years after the opening of the Ohio State University, 
this program was firmly established and 32 students were 
enrolled in the first two years of the study of G0rmano 
Yet with the establishment of a regular curriculum 
Professor Milliken's problems were by no means all solvedo 
In the first years the building up of a suitable library 
was a permanent worry, all the more so since, in addition 
to his teaching obligations, Milliken had assumed the 
position of librarian in 1874c In the following years 
his complaints about the lack of badly needed texts be­
came routineo T¥3 in 1876:"n o oit is of the utmost im­
portance that the ability to use foreign textbooks and 
works of reference be· acquired as soon as possible"; 
and shortly thereafter: 
To teach English, French and German philology with 
not a text of the earlier period (save the one read 
in the classroom) accessible to the student is like 
teaching geology without a fossil, or surveying 
without a compass o 
His constant proddings did in fact achieve modest resultso 
In 1877 Milliken gratefully acJr,..nowledged the receipt of 
$ 100 for book purcha�es: in the folowing year the amount 
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even rose to$ 2000 By that time some of the most vital 
texts had become available, e o g o , Vilmar's Deutsche Lite-
ratur�schichte, Simrock's New HighGerman translation of 
the Ni b-��.:3P.-fil:_n]-_i� and Grimm's p_eu�-��he M_;y_tho_l_2_g�e.c 
At the same time the reading programm in the offered 
courses became richer o In addition to Lessing's Erq._ilia 
.Galot_ti his �th�n _der. We_i_s_£ was now taken up in the
fifth quarter, and some reading of the post-Claasical
period was assigned to the students of the sixth quarter,
Jean Paul's �ntus Fixlein was, for example, made the
basis of class discussions and literary surveys o With
all that the original grammar--translation method was still
preserved, and Milliken stated in the departmental report
,l{, 
of 1877 that this method is "the only sure and us}lly
the shortest road to accurate and fluent speech o " 
Such was the state of German studies at Ohio State 
University when the first departmental chairman, Professor 
Milliken, resigned in 1881 0 The burden that fell upon 
his successor, Miss Williams, was considerably lighter, 
since in the meantime it had been decided to separate 
the foreign languages and literatures from English o This 
was only the beginning of a reorganization of the pro­
gram in modern languages, for in 1885 French and German
became independent disciplines o It is thus, from 1886
on that we can properly speak of a German Department,
and Miss Williams was now solely responsible for the
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French instruction at the university o 
The first chairman of the new German DepartmGnt, 
Ernst Eggers, was born in the province of Hanover in 1855 0 
After having passed through the Gymnasium in his German 
hometown, he went to France and continued his studies 
at the Sorbonne and the College de France o He then emigratGd
to th0 United States where he finished his education at 
the Michigan State Normal Schoolo For ten years he taught 
German in high school in Wisconsin and Michigan, until he 
joined the German Department of the Ohio State University 
as an assistanto In 1888 he was promoted to an assistant 
professorship, and two years later to a full professor­
ship o He held the chairmanship of the department until 
1903 when tortuously painful migraines, from which he had
suffered for many years, drove him to suicide o 
Undar Professor Eggers' s t@wsrd.sh.i_,-p the German offering.s 
were extended to a four-year course, culminating in the 
reading and discussion of Goethe is 1f..0E..:2.io Yet proficiency 
in the spoken language also received a boost under Eggers' 
administration, A course in German conversation was intro-­
duced in 1891, and four years later a Germania Club was 
founded, whose weekly meetings were open to anyone who had 
takon one year of college German and was eager to acquire 
a certain amount of fluency in the foreign tongueo These 
additional offerings proved quite an attraction to the 
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students; in 1891 there were 411 students taking German 
during the cours9 of the year; within the next 10 years 
this figure was to climb to 14650 
This increase in enrollment necessitated additional 
teaching per.'Jonnel, and in the last decade of the 19th 
cen.tu:=-y Mr 0 I1c:Jloh and l'1r Eisenlohr were added to the 
::.,taff O Bsfore jcining t:1.e German Department, Mro Eisen­
lohr had been the leader of tha University Band since 
18830 Thus by the time of his retirement in 1933 ho h3.d 
served t:t.e Ohio Sto.te Uni versi +,-y for fully 50 years o 
Professor Eggers also sa-w to it that the library 
holdings grew with the growth of the departmento He 
four.cled. a Gcrr2an L:;.brary .Association and succeeded in 
induci.ng t·w wealthy citizens, Mssr�5 o John and Louis Sie-
bert 1 tc make yaarly contributions of$ 100 each toward the 
r)u::'�·1af3e cd new German bookB O By 190 3, the time of Pro­
fessur ET7ers' death the offering of the German de�art-�o ' -
men:; had b8en greatly extend�d to include Old Norse, 
Sanskrit, Gothic, Old High Gorman, the history of the 
German lanr;uage, German cultural hiGtory, not to mention 
num�rous literature courses in modern prose and drama o
It wa0 for this reason that Profes3or Eggers' 
successor rebaptized the G�rman Department the Department 
of Germanic Languages and Li.toratures o This successor 
w�s Professor Lewis Addison Rhoades, born in Skaneateles, 
No Yo, in 18600 After having received his Ph c D o at the 
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University of Gottingen in 1892, he had taught at the 
Universities of Michigan, Cornell, and Illinois before 
joining the faculty of Ohio State University in 1903 0
His interest in the methods of teaching was so keen that 
shortly after his arrival on the Columbus campus ho 
introduced a course oJ the "Teaching of Gorman," which
was repeated yearly until 1910, tho year of Rhoades' 
untimely doath o At that time when the department been.mo 
orphaned again it consisted of one associate professor, 
three assistant professors and one assistant o
THE EVANS ADMINISTRATION (1911-1945) 
In 1911 tho G2rman Department could celebrate its
twenty-fifth annivcrsQry, �nd its future seemed promising 
and well socurcd o This was the year when tho Graduate 
School of tho Ohio State University WQS organized, and 
one of tho vory first gretduate students to co.rn a Ph o D o
at tho Ohio State University had chosen Gorman litoraturu 
as a major field, receiving his dogroo Qlmost 20 yuars 
before tho first Ph o D o wo.s award\Jd in Frcnch o His name 
was Maxinilian J o Rudwin and his dissertation a treat-
mcnt and exposition of the devil scenes in the Gorman 
Ruligious Drama of the Middle Ages o It we,s published in 
1913 in a highl;r rospuctod Gorman series of scholarly 
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publications O Equall:r propitious was the fact that the 
new chairman of the department was to guide its destinies 
for almost 35 years and thus assure a stability which the 
department had lacked so far o It did not detract from its 
soundness that the department now returned to the more
modest name "Department of German," to which it has re­
mained true until the present time o 
':r'he man who took over the department in 1911 was 
Marshall Blakemore Evans o He was born in Boston in 1874, 
had attended the distinguished Boston Latin School and
specialized in Classical languages and literatures at
Boston University" After receiving his bachelor's degree
in 1896, he went abroad and studied English and German
philology at Gottingen and Bonn, counting among his teachers
such famous scholars as Heyne, Litzmann, Roethe and Wil­
mans o He returned to America with his doctor's degree
from the University of Bonn, where he had devoted himself
to the study of the early German Hamlet translations and
stage adaptations o The second field of his scholarly
endeavor was German medieval religious drama, especially
the Passion Plays o His interest in this literature was
to remain strong to the end of his scholarly career, and
some of his future students (eog o R�inhold Nordsieck and
Frederic Kramer) were to make notable contribution3 in
the area o After his return from Bonn Evans had accepted
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a position at the University of Wisconsin, whose German 
D . .:p11rtm.ent was at th,::t ti:c2e probnbly the most distinguished 
in the United Stetes, th::nks to t:he :presence of Alexander 
Hohlfeld o Evan3 rerrw.ined at Wisconsin until he assumed
the ch:1irmans-ri2.p of the G::.Tman DE.-pa:r:·trr:ent of the Ohio State 
University in 19110 
At the beginni�s of the second decade of our century 
the position of the Germcm Department of the Ohio State Uni-
versity was more firmly established than that of many 
tl,., 
• 
th. TT • t - r<. +- -,- l "l) 115 th u • • t ano :1.er ln \J unl 8d oi.:;a vC S o .1.n .1. j.1. +; - 8 Ill verSl y 
had a total enrollment cf 4 ,597 studt.:mts and of these 
2,291, i.e. 50%, were reg�stered in GerKan courses! But 
the outbreak of the First World War was to inflict a blow 
from which the depai·tment did not recover for many years o 
The enrollment figures apoak a language whose clarity 
leaves nothing to be desired: 
1914/15 ..•... 2291 studGnts 
1915/16 ..•.•• 1583 students 
1916/17 •••••• 65,,t stu:.it'mts 
1917/18 .•.. 0 0 149 students. 
As the number of student:J shrank, so did the number of 
courses from which the studentJ wer.::; able to choose O In 
1918 there were only 20 German courses left on the books. 
A goodly number of offerings, some of them rather recent 
additions to the program--e.g o , a course on the literature
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of the Empire, a course on 19th century lyrics, two 
offe~':'ings in German folklore--had become war casualties .... 
E,;ren the fact that at the beginning of the war 
y,2.::;rs t}2() members of the department could point to 
re spec.table research activities, did not dampen the 
ru.11 i-Gerr:ian feeling O Among the publications of 1916 
were listt::d: a beginning grammar text by Professor Evans 
and Assistant rrofP-ssor Keidel, an article on "Experi-
mental Phonetics as an Aid to the Study of Languages" 
by As:3ist-2.:c1t Prof,sssor Sara To Ba:::-i~ows, translations 
of Rilke po12ms and c,f I"fe.x Hal be' .s play Ju5 end by the 
Sfune aut:C.or, translations of playlets and poems by Hugo 
von Hofmannsthel, e.nd additional articles on pedagogical 
subjscts in the periodical Monatsbefteo It is not without 
irony that the one member of the department who was 
most active as a writer and lt.llira:teu:x:, Ludwig Lewisohn, 
was to become the blackest of the black German sheep 
and eventually the center of one of the most notorious 
causes celebreso 
Lewisohn, German-born but educated in the United 
Gtates, had joined the depar·t;ment in 19110 Al tho1.2gh 
barely 30 years old, he had already made a name for 
himself as a writer and critic, a frequent contributor 
to HoLo Mencken's Smart Set, and above all as the 
authorized American translator of the two most eminent 
and successful German playwrights of the century, Ger-
hart Hauptmann and Hermann Sudermanno Yet with the 
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outbreak of the Fir.3t World War and especially after 
America's entry into the holocaust, Lewisohn's situation 
becrune more and more tenuou3 o In his later autobiographical
account �£.._Stream (1922) he gave a detailed and impressive 
roport of the narrowmindedness and persecution which he 
had to endur,3 until 1918, at which time he found it 
advisable to ask for a year's leave of absence prior to 
his final re3ignation from his position at the Ohio Stnte 
University o 
The statement in his book on The S.Pl-rit of Modern 
German_Literature that "the best living writers were 
libero.ls, radicals, cultivators of a Goethean freedom" 
had sufficed to brG.nd Lowisohn as a pro-German agitator, 
o.nd his ba 3ic pacifi.sm we . s enough to call down on him 
the ire of o. long list of supcr-·patriots O President 
William Oxle;r Thompson tried for a time to protect 
Lewisohn from the most hysterical nationalistic o..ttacks, 
but the chauvinistic feeling r�n so high that Thompson 
eventuG.lly saw no way of saving himo Only a faw char�cter-
istic utterances should be recorded hereo In a letter 
the ChairmG.n of the American D,-=':fence .Society Cammi ttee 
on Americanization addressed to President Thomnson 
the rhetoric�l question: 
Furthermore have you not found that about every 
idea tho.t occurs in Germon science has em:1.nc1.ted 
from the brains of other nations, simply written 
up in a voluminous cmd el2borate manner and as 
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a rule too cumbersome and clumsy for the quick 
brains of our American students? 
And as if this were not enough, the writer of the letter 
enclosed a printed pamphlet which declared simply that: 
II German literature is practically non-existent O "  It became 
hard to protect Lewisohn against 3uch prejudices; what 
mad'J it even harder was his car;;less and questionable 
attitude in money matters o In addition to a good port­
ion of ill-will he left behind a host of unpaid debts,
the larg0st of them a$ 5,000 personal loan from President
Thompson o 
At the end of the war the staff of the department 
had shrunk to one professor, four assistant professors 
and one part-time instructor o What wa,s left of the course 
offerings was mainly in the nature of elementary and 
intermediate instructiono At the Ohio State University 
German litorature was now, inde0d, "practically non­
existent!" In former years the bulletin for incoming 
students had warned that those who planned to take up 
German as their major subject must not start with the 
iundamentals of the langu:J.gc as late as their first 
college yearo This warning now disappeared o And woll it 
might, for there was hardly a high school loft in which
this "barbo.rian tongue" was still taughto
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It took tho better part of the third decade of 
our century to gain again for German an even modest 
place among tho disciplines taught at the Ohio .stat�·Uni­
versity o In spite of the efforts of chairman Evans and 
his colleagues the number of students and of new course3
for these student.s grew but slowly o There were 459
students taking German in 1921, and the number of courses
slipped to 9" Of these only two were coursas in literatureo
Five years later the number of students ho.d passed
the one thou�and mark again, yet there were still no
more than 14 coursos and most of them offered work
in composition and pedagogy, al though a course on Fay.'.-,t
and another on Heine had made their reappearance in the
early twenties o 
Still, it was this reduced German Department of the 
Ohio State University that helped to provide the impetus 
for the development of a new scientific discipline 
which gained more and more ground in this country and 
finally became one of the leading and most influential 
;.:;;cholarly endeavors of our century O We are; talking -about 
the field of modern linguistics with its attempt to 
make the study of language an exact :Jcience, insisting 
·--against the "mentalist" and historical approach of
traditional philology--upon purely descriptive exactitude, 
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forming an alliance with math8matics and tho behaviorist 
sciences, especially with sociology o It is surely no 
exaggeration to call Leonard Bloomfield one of the 
founding fathers and most successful promoters of this 
new discipline; and it was as a member of the German 
pepartment of the Ohio State University from 1921 to 1926 
that Bloomfield developed the basic ten0ts of this new 
approach to language o �rom the Ohio State University 
Bloomfield issued his "Call for the Orgo.nization 1'1eeting, 11
which led to the founding of the Linguistic Societyo It 
was as a member of the German Department of the Ohio State 
University that he published "A Set of Postulates for 
the Science of Language," in which he stressed form and 
meaning, morphomes, semomes and phonemes, constructions 
and constructional meanings, categories and parts of 
speech o Simeon Potter in his book .!i.?Jl_guage in _ _!,_p._� __ f1_o_g._e_J:'_n._ 
Wo.yl..s1_ (1964) cnlls Bloomfield's mnnifesto 
a daring attempt to apply mathematical principles 
to human speech on the assumption that the postu­
lation.al method can further the study of language, 
because it forced us to state explicitly whatevor 
we assume, to define our terms, and to decide what 
things are interdependent o 
It is true that the "bibl0 11 of modern linguistics, 
Bloomfield's magnum opus �an�.�- (1933) and his pnth­
bfaking studies of the 1'1ala:_ro-Polynesian language.s and 
I\ 
the speech of the Algonquin Indiuns were published after 
, 
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he had left the Ohio State University and moved to 
Yale University o But our department can be considered 
one of the cradles (if such a metaphor may be permitted) 
of the new science of linguistics o
Bloomfield was not the only internationally known 
Sprachwi3scnschnftler at the Ohio State University 
during the Evans era o Teaching here at the same time--and 
actually much longer than Bloomfield, namely from 1917 
to 1932---wns Hans Kurath o Kurath was born in Austrin 
but acquired his Ph o D o at the University of Chicago 
with a dissertation on the semantic sources of emotional 
expressions in Snnskrit, Groek, Latin and the Germanic 
languages (1921) 0 Although a foreigner, or perhaps rather 
because he was a foreigner, he was particularly sensitive 
to tho sound and elocution of American speech, and to 
this interest we owe his book on -'\ . .merican Pronunciation ---·-----.. ---- ---- -·-.. -..-.-
(1928) and his monumental work, The �I}_gE._istic Atlas of 
pe.l"�E_IIB.l�n..9:.0 This later study, inspired by the great 
European linguistic atlases of Germany, was compiled 
and edited (1939-·1943) after he had moved from the Ohio 
State University to Brown University o When he returned 
to the Middle West, Kur�th became one of the founders 
nnd shining lights of the famous Linguistic Institute 
at the University of Michig:i.n o
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Of all good things there are three--so the German 
proverb runs--and in Evanlvs' German Department there was 
a third great philologist, Hans Suerber, who came to 
the Ohio State University in 1934 and taught here until 
bis retirement in 1955. Deprived by the Nazis of the 
academic chair which he had held at the University of 
Cologne, he was the first in a long series of anti-Hitler 
refugees who were to enrich the study of Germanic 
languages and literatures in their new homeland immensely 
in the years to come. It is in a way ironic that Sperber 
found a home for his American activities at a university 
which had counted Leonard Bloom.field among its members. 
Had Bloomfield still been at the Ohio State University 
in 1934--he had left eight years earlier--the sparks 
would have flown, for Sperber was as dedicated a "men­
talist" as Bloomfield was an anti-·mentalist o In one of 
his earliest books Uber den Affekt als Ursache der' ----·-----· ----� .......... ...---.-·--· -·- ----.. ·-
.§E..rachvera_B.d__er� (191�) SpGrber had stated his basic 
contention that change of meaning is not caused by the 
conceptual content of the word but by its emotional tone. 
In numerous studies, some of which have now become 
classic, he demonstrated the interdependence of linguistic 
history and cultural history o Nowhere is this relation­
ship shown more brilliantly than in his investigations
into the influence of the religious experience of the
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Pietist sect3 upon the language of the 18th century 
(1930) 0 It was this concern which also led him, shortly 
after he took up his work at the Ohio State University, 
to the massive study of American Political Terms (1962) 0 ___  ,,. ____ - --·-· __.., .... ---- ... _. ···-.... ·-· ..... _ - ---
Hore he traced the birth of political slogans and their 
impact upon the mentality of contemporaries as well as 
on future generationso 
Sperber's truly humanistic concern with language 
has inspired the writings of his disciple Wolfgang 
Fleischhauer, who had followed his teacher from Cologne 
to the Ohio State University in 1936, and who is 
fortunately still with uso In ponetrating studies Fleisch­
hauer demonstrated the living hi3tory of certain words 
(e og c , "innig 11 and'Zusammenhang 11 ) and has shown how 
semantic changes have taken place under the impact of
intellectual movements and emotional attitudeso In
recent years he has also devoted himself to dialectologyc
Encouraged by the interest of Dieter Cunz, our later
chairman, in immigration history, he investigated the
dialect spoken in some smallOhio towns by a population
whose forefathers had come to Auglaize County from the
German province of Westphalia more than a hundred years
agoc
With the influx of refugees from 1934 on,the German 
Department of the Ohio State University, as did German 
departments throughout the country, became more cosmo-
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politan than it had been before. In addition during 
Evan's chairmanship another "alien" element was absorbed. 
In 1943 Russian wa.s introduced at the Ohio State Uni­
versity, and for administrative reasons the new adopted 
discipline was placed under the tutelage of the German 
Department, which now became the "Department of German 
and Ru.ssian." But not only for administrative reasons. 
In the person of Peter Epp, born in Russia of German 
parentaee and a member of the German Department since 
19]4, it had the man who was capable of teaching the
new subject to the students of the Ohio State University. 
During the long years of his illness and after his 
death his wife, Justina Epp, was the Russian department 
at the Ohio State University. This until 1962, when 
under the chairmanship of Leon I. Twarog, the Dopart­
ment of Slavic Languages became an independent unit. 
Considering rlrs. Epp's devotion to her students and 
the endless hours she spent with each of them outside 
of the classroom, it is no exaggeration to state that 
she was, indeed, a whole department all by herself. 
The awakening of interest in Russian was, of course, 
the fruit of the Second World War. For the German Depart­
ment the war year3 were again a trying period. Not 
that the hy3teria which had destroyed the study of Ger­
man in the First World War revived. But between 1941 
and 1945 the young men of our nation carried guns in-
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stead of books and spent their days in foxholes instead 
of the study carrels of the library o As the general 
enrollment receded during the war years--it had already 
suffered a decade earlier under the impact of the 
Great Depression--so did the registration in the German 
courses; and in fact, German was harder hit than many 
another discipline o Since 1933, and the advent of the 
Nazis in Germany, all things German, including the 
language and literature, had become �...§2. non-grata in 
the United States" A half dozen years before the 
outbreak of the actual hostilities in Europe the German 
Department had already lost a good number of students o
In 1937/38, for example, when the student population 
amounted to 17,411, the German Department showed a 
total enrollment of only 1761 students in all four 
quarters of the academic year" But a year earlier with 
a considerably smaller total student population (15,019) 
1920 students had still taken Germano Now the department 
could weather the storm of the war years only by the 
introduction of the Army Specialized Training Program, 
through which a small group of selected soldiers received 
intensive instruction in all aspect3 of German civili­
zation o
It waa at this juncture and undor such circumstances 
that Professor M o Blakemore Evans reached the status 
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of an emeritus o And if we try to evaluate the almost 
35 years of his service, we have above all to point 
to the fact that with such men as Bloomfield, Kura th 
and Sperber the German Department of the Ohio State 
University was a stronghold of linguistics (or 
philology, if one prefers the somewhat more tradition­
al and more comprehensive designation) o In the field 
of literature the picture was not equally bright" Evans' 
own contribution to literary scholarship was--at least 
quantitatively--quite modest" If his name was nonethe­
less familiar to his colleagues in America's German 
departments, this was mainly due to his textbook editions 
and to the grammar for elementary instruction which he 
had written in cooperation with Robert O" Roeseler, a 
member of the department from 1925 to 1934, and which 
was widely used in colleges and universities all over 
the country. Ernst Feise, who in later years was to 
become one of the best known German literary scholars 
and after 1931 the director of the famous German Summer 
School of Middlebury College, was connected with the 
German Department of the Ohio State University for only 
three years (1924�1927)" From here he moved to the 
John Hopkins University. To be sure, another literary 
scholar, August C. Mahr, stayed for a quarter of a 
century. After his studies in Germany (Heidelberg) and 
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some teaching experience at yale and Stanford he 
joined the faculty of the Ohio State University in 
1931 and remained a member of the German Department 
until his retirement in 1956 0 But none of his noteworthy 
scholarly writings were in the field of German literature 
propero In his books he was concerned with the Origin 
of the Greek Tragic Form (1938) and the CyPrus Passion 
Cycle (1947); and in later years he devoted his attention 
to the history and language of the Tuscarawas Ohio Indians o 
He rendered valuable service to the Ohio Archaeological 
and Historical Society in its project to restore the 
first Ohio "towns" of Schoenbrunn and Gnadenhuetten o Such 
thoroughly German names indicate clearly that it had been
a German missionary, David Zeisberger, who had founded 
these permanent settlements for the nomadic Indians in 
the seventies of the 18th century o Mahr translated from 
the German a!{l;annotated Zeisberger's diaries, one of the
most interesting records of the life and conversion of
the Indians o (Unfortunately, this invaluable document,
covering the many years Zeisberger lived and worked with
the Indians, is still unpublished)o Mahr also contributed
to our understanding of place names of the Delaware and
Algonquin Indians and their designations of the flora
and fauna nlong the Tuscarawas rivero But all this had
very little to do with German literature o It was compe-
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tently taught by such men as Walter Gausewitz (1928-1947), 
Reinhold Nordsieck (1931-1950), and Frederic KraI!ler (1933-
1947); but during these years the critical evaluation of 
German literature received little creative enrichment 
from the staff of the German Department of the Ohio State 
University o 
THE BLUME ADMINISTRATION (1945-1956) 
This was to change radically when Bernhard BlUIJe 
becam.e Evans' successor in 19450 Born in Stuttgart in 1901, 
he had made a name for himself in German literary circles 
at the age of 24 0 He owed this name to the remarkable 
success of his first stage play, Fahrt nach der Slidsee, 
which was to be followed until 1933 by a nUDber of dranas, 
serious as well as conic o At the sane tine he worked as 
a Dramaturg (literary adviser and adaptor) for the State
Theatre of Wlirttenberg in StuttgartD Realizing in 1933
that the victory of the Nazis would force hin out of Ger­
many and that he would have to earn his living abroad
not by making literature but by interpreting it, Blume
acquired his doctor's degree at the Technical University
of Stuttgart with a dissertation on Arthur Schnitzler
(1936) 0 Even today, 35 years later, this study is anong 
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tho nost valid and sensitive intorprotations of tho 
groat Austri2n author a Aft,)r his oscapo fron Nnzi Gornnny 
Bluno found a position at Mills Collogo in California, 
and during his nine years of service there he not only 
created a German program but reorganized the general 
curriculum in modern European literature a It was, therefore, 
a highly versatile and productive man of letters who 
assumed the chairmanship of the German Department of the 
Ohio State University in 1945. 
Within this short survey it is impossible to give 
even a sketchy account of the breadth and depth of Blume's 
contributions to literary criticism o Though its span 
reaches from Klopstock in the middle of the 18th century 
to Bert Brecht in the middle of the 20th, Blume's inter­
pretative efforts center mainly on the works of Goethe, 
Kleist, Rilke, and Thomas Mann o In later years he has 
broadened the scope of his endeavors, concentrating not 
so much on the work of given individual authors, but 
following through the centuries the variations and 
developments of certain poetic motifs, e.g. the island, 
the shipwreck, the water image - and not only as they 
appear in German literature a It is true, that a number 
of Blume's fascinating findings were published after ho 
left the Ohio State University in 1956 0 But some of his 
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finest work was done while he administered our German 
Department, o o g o his monograph on Thomas Mann und Goethe 
(1949) and his long essay "Kleist und Goethen (1946), 
which is so full of penetrating insights into the 
relationship of two of the greatest German writers that 
it was later (1968) included in a German anthology 
assembling the best samples of Kleist criticism in our 
centuryo 
Bernhard Blume was not only a first-rate literary 
critic--in fact, the stylistic perfection of his writing 
is rare in German scholarship on both sides of the Atlantic o
He was not only an inspiring teacher, from the start he 
also showed a high degree of administrative skill; and 
administrative skill he definitely needed, especially at 
the start o There were unavoidable tensions in the depart­
ment, which for so many years had become used to the very 
different personality and pace of npapa Evans o n And there 
were also logistic difficulties with which the new chairman 
had to copo o With the end of the war and tho passing of 
the G o i o Educational Benefits Bill, a swarm of returning 
soldiers descended upon the campuses. of tho American uni­
versities, which were ill prepared for such a sudden on­
slaught o In tho first school-year after the war the en­
rollment in German at the Ohio State University was still 
manageabl0: in the four quarters of the year 1945/46 a total 
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of 1703 students were registered in German courses o But 
in the following year the figure jumped to 3218, which 
meant that approximately 1000 students had to bo taught 
in German classes during each regular quarter of the yoar o
It was difficult to provide for such an emergency, all 
the more so since it could be foreseen that in duo time, 
with the graduation of the returning G o i o generation, the 
figure would rGcede again o And so it did o In the year 
1950/51 the number of students enrolled in German courses 
fell back to 1427, and it changed but little in the 
remaining five years of Bernhard Blumc's administration o
But for the time being new staff was needed, es­
pecially since in the early years of the now administration 
some of the members who had served for many years under 
Evans (Gausewitz, Kramer, Nordsieck) left the department o
The first Blume appointee was the writer of this historical 
sketch, Oskar Seidlin, who will, as tact and discretion 
require, present here but a minimal sketch of his aca-
demic career and his activities at the Ohio State Univcrsity o
Still a student without a terminal degree, he left his 
homeland immediately after Hitler's seizure of power and 
wont to Basel in Switzerland, where he acquired his Ph o D o
in 19350 While in Basel he made his living (if living it 
can be called) by free-lance contributions to Swiss news-
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papers, the publication of children's books, and a volUI:J.e 
of pootry o In 1938 he emigrated to the United States and 
in the following year bogan t0aching German literature 
at Snith College in Massachusetts" In 1942 he was inducted 
into the United States Arny, in which he served for almost 
four years, taking part in the earliest stage of the 
invasion of Europe, and finally working with the tean 
which revived and reorganized the destroyed German media 
of connunication, i o e o newspapers and radio stationso 
BlUD.e net him in the SUD.Der of 1946 at the German 
SUIJTier School of Middlebury College whero Scidlin has 
taught frequently before and since the war" In the fall 
of the sa�e year he cane to the Ohio State University, and 
at the tine of this writing he has now served the insti­
tution for 23 years" His nain fields of work have been the 
Classical and Ronantic periods, as woll as the early 20th 
century" His scholarly contributions anount to well over 
150 reviews o.nd articles, soue of which later published 
as books, the English ones in the volune Essays in Gernan 
and Corm._nrative_Literature (1961, 2ndo ed" 1966), the 
Gornan ones in the collection Von Goethe zu Thonas Mann 
(1963, 2nd o ed" 1969). His nost co�prehensive critical 
venture is his book on the great Ronantic poet Joseph von 
Eichendorff (Versuche ubor Eichondorff, 1965), which has 
been very favorably received both here and in Europe" A 
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good nunber of his essays, especially those on Goethe, 
Eichendorff and Thonas Mann has been incorporated as nodel 
pieces in various anthologies of nodern literary criticisn, 
published here and in Gernany o To the ATierican undergraduat3 
student ho is best known as the co-author of a volune in 
the Barnes & Noble College Outline Series, An Outline 
History of Gernan Literature (1948, 3rd o ed o 1966) 0 A good 
nunber of those publications were of course written and 
published, as the dates indicate, under Blune's succossor o
With tho teans Sperber-Fleischhauer in philology and 
Blune-Seidlin in literature the denands of the advanced 
undergraduate and graduate students were well net o Espe­
cially the work in the graduat,:; scninars was of a caliber 
which earned the Gornan Departnent of the Ohio State Uni-
versity a highly respected reputation in tho countryo But 
Blune was equally concerned with the quality of tho ele­
e, 
uantary and int0rnodiate instruction in his departnento 
With the growth of the student population in tho fifties 
and with the increase of graduate students earning their 
education by serving as teaching assistants, a large nunber 
of tho beginners' classes had to be turned over to young 
and inexperienced teachers. In order to insure high 
standards of instruction, the work of those teaching 
assistants had to bo supervised by sono of the experiencad 
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personn�l who could plan with then the conduct of their 
classes, give then helpful nethodical hints and correct 
their nistakes o BluDe was anxious--and his successor turned 
out to be even nore so--that a systenatic training progran 
be instituted, a regular supervision of the young people 
entrusted with teaching duties o This function was assuned 
first by Wayne Wonderlay, a nenber of the departnent fron 
1947 to 1960, and later by Glenn H o Goodnan (in the depart-
nent since 1947), whose exclusive interest lay in elcment3.r�r 
und internediate teaching, and good ele8entary and inter-
1..e <Z£�1? l'?tJ 
nediate
/\ 
at tJiat O 
Blune net head-on another danger that developed in 
the fifties and grew to dangerous proportions in the 
sixties: the ecergence of the professor as prinadonna (or 
the prinadonn.s. as professor) o In nany departnents and in 
nost Allerican universities there blossoned forth a new 
breed of the privileged few who considered it beneath their 
dignity to teach any but the nost advanced students, and 
as few of then as hunanly possible o Blune saw to it that 
this situation, which is undoubtedly one of thefiurses 
of the student restiveness in the sixties, did not develop 
in his departnent; and in this resp0ct too his successor 
provea to be just as .s.danant, if not nore so o The chair-
nan hinself and tho nost distinguish8d nenbers of the depart· 
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nent, Den who enjoyed world-wide reputations, taught 
der-die-das like the nost inexperienced instructor or 
teaching �ssistant, and they did it with the sane dedi­
cation which they brought to the nost advanced graduate 
seninnro If in the last 15 years the Gernan Departnent 
of the Ohio State University has enjoyed the reputation 
of being one of the nost har�onious and honogenoous in 
the country, this is nainly due to the high norale and 
to this denocratic spirit which the chair::wn have in­
stilled in its uenbers o 
The course pr0gran of the departnent was by now well 
ostablished, and very few changes wore neededo There was, 
�n addition to the elenentnry and int0rnediate instruction, 
the array of philological courses topped by a survey 
history of the Gernan language, for which Sperber's 
conpendiun, Geschichte d0r deutschen Sprache (later revised 
and enlarged by Wolfgang Fleischhauer in 1958) was used 
as the basic text o There was a sequence of six courses 
for advanced undergraduates and graduate students that
offered in a two year cycle a panoranic viow of Gernan
literature fron the 18th century to the 20th. There was
a special course on FQust. Bluno introduced a few new
courses: an "intensive" course during the sunner quartGr,
in which the student had three Goruan lessons a day and
could do the work of tiirme· quarters in one tern. The nost
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inpcrtant new offering was a course on Gernan literary 
nasterpioces in translation o With this course Blune hoped 
to tear down parochial walls and to offer students who 
knew no Gernan the opportunity to acquire a nodest fanili­
arity with the great nonents of Gernan litorature o 'When 
Seidlin taught tho courso for the first tine in 1951, it 
had an enrollnent of 7 students; today it draws 140, and 
there would be even nore if the departnent did not linit 
it to this nunber o As we shall see later, Blune's successor 
undertook in effect to "double 11 this course o
There were other services which the departnent rendered 
tho university at large o One of the nost denanding tasks was 
the adninistration of the foreign language oxanination 
required by the Graduate School of Ph o D o candidates in 
other disciplines o For nany years now this thankless duty 
has been in the hands of Professor Paul Gottwald, who took 
his Ph o D o at the Ohio State University in 1955, and whoso 
inexhaustible patience and painstaking neticulousness nake 
hin the ideal nan for a very 1L�ideal job o
To reach interested people outside the confines of 
tho university itself, thu Gornan Departnent began to take 
part in the offerings of the University Radi'J Station (WOSU) 
and later the University T�levision Station (WOSU-TV), 
presenting language instruction over the air, and Gornan 
sketches and dialogues for those listeners who had suc­
cessfully absolved the initial stages o At first Glenn H o
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Goodnan was responsible for these prograns; and in 1958, 
under Blune's successor, they received the First Prize 
in the class "Systenatic Instruction: Telecourses," 
awarded by the Institute for Educntion by Radio-Television" 
Goodnan's place was later tcken by Professor Ilsedore Edse, 
who had earned her Ph"D" at the Ohio State University in 
1960, and about whose activities "ovor the air" we shall 
report briefly in our next chapter o
Also over WOSU Oskar Scidlin offered a series of 
lectures on Thonas Mann, Kafka, and Rilke, and in 1949, 
the Goethe Year, a conprehonsivc radio course on Gornany's 
grec.testpoet" Goethe's two hundredth anniversary in 1949 
offered the opportunity for a nunbor of special ovents o
Oskar Seidlin presontcd Go8the lectures at a great nunber 
of colleges and universities; he journeyed as far East 
as the John Hopkins University, as far West as the Uni­
versity of Washington in s�attlo, as far South as tho Uni­
versity of the South in Tennesseeo On th0 Colunbus canpus 
an inprossive celebration was arranged by the Gernan De­
partnent, at which thu Gernan writer Ernst Wiechert, at 
that tine at the p,;_;ak cf his fano, delivered the nain 
address o
And since we are talkingabout festive extra-curricu­
lar events, we night as well nention the Christnas Parties 
of the Gernan Clubo Students of our departnent and of 
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oth8rs as well gathered to sing--or at least to listen 
to--Gernan Christnas carols, acconpanied by our secretary 
of nany years, Anna Luise Shearer (1950-1964), who handled 
the accordion alnost as skillfully as the typewriter and 
the other paraphernalia of the departnental office o 
THE CUNZ ADMINISTRATION (1957-1969) 
This office was destined to lose its naster again o 
In 1956 Bernhard Blune was offered and accepted the Kuno 
Francke Professorship of Gernan Art and Culture at Havard 
University, the nest distinguished acadenic chair in the 
field of Gernanics in the United States o It was obvious 
that a successor to Blur:o would not be easy to find o So
the dcpartnent was adninistered for one year by an acting
chairnan (Wayne Wonderley), until tho selection connitteo
and the nenbers of the departnent decided in favor of
Dieter Cunz, then Professor of Gernan at the University
of Maryla..'1.do
Dieter Cunz was born in 1910 in a village in the 
Wssterwald and grew up in Schierstein, a suburb of Wiesbadon 
At various Gernan universities he studied History, Gernan 
Literature, and the History of Religiono He was awarded 
his Ph o D o in 1934 by the University of Frankfurt with a 
dissertation on Duke Johann Casinir of the Palatinate, 
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one of the leaders of the Gernan Protestant L�ague in the 
16th century o But the granting of the PhoD. neant to Cunz 
not the 11connenco11cnt 11 of his acadenic life, but its end 
--at least in Gernany o A dedicated and outspoken opponent 
of Hitler, he left his honeland innediately after having 
finished his university studies and went to Switzerland. 
Here he lived--neagerly enough--fron his writings for varinu: 
newspapers o In addition, during his four years in Switzer­
land he produced no l0ss than three books: a short nonograph 
on the great Swiss reforner Ulrich Zwingli, a collection 
of "Fairy Tales for Adults," Un uns herun, and a Consti­
tutional History of Europe Since tho Early 16th Century o
The last work was published as a concise handbook for the 
laynan in one of the nost distinguished and popular scholarl: 
book series o
In 1938 he enigrated to the United Stateso After a 
year spent doing soce of tho oddest jobs in New York, he 
received a stipend of$ 900 fron the Carl Schurz Menorial 
Foundation for the purpose of cataloguing and organizing 
the library of tho Society for tho History of the Gernans 
in Maryland 0 Located in Baltinore, Mdo, this was the last 
surviving society in ti= United States dedicated to the 
study and preservation of the history of Gcrnan innigration 
to A:Jerica o Cunz did nuch nore than sinply discharge the 
duties of this appointnont of one year, after which he 
startod his teaching career at the University of Maryland, 
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where he renained for eighteen years o As secretary of 
the Society in the following years, he breathed new life 
into the alnost noribund organizationo Above all, after a 
lapse of n3.n;? years, he revived the publication of the 
Report of tho Society for the History of tho Gernans in 
Maryland. Under his editorship this bocane one of the nain 
nedia of publication in the field of ionigration history o
It is nqt surprising that upon his departure fron Maryland 
he was nade an honorary ncnber of the Society and the 
editorial supervisor of its future Reports o
His activities with the Society had the nost fruitful 
consequences in Dieter Cunz's life o They had aroused his 
interest in the history of the Gernan irmigration to Anerica 
and it was in this field that Cunz attained his nost out­
standing scholarly achievenents o He bocane one of the nost 
distinguished and productive Anerican writers on inni­
gration history o In countless articles he told the stories 
of Gornan innigrants--fron John Lederer, who no.de his ex­
ploratory trips into the unknown Blue Ridge Mountains of 
Virginia ruid south into the Carolinas in the late sixties 
of the 17th century, to Wernher von Braun, who helped to 
lay the groundwork for the exploratary trips into unknown 
space and to the :w.oon o Cunz's nost nassive achicvonont in 
this fivld was his The Maryland Gernans: History (1948), 
a book which today is considered one of the high points of 
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innigration historiography o He renained true to this 
interest to his very endo His last book, They Cane Fron
Gernany (1966), is a gallery of portraits of Germans who
becane useful, fanous and influential citizens in their
new honeland o 
In the field of Gernan literature proper it was the 
eighteenth century that attracted hin nost o One of his 
regular courses at the Ohio State University was dedicated
to this period o And shortly before his untinely death tho
new edition of the autobiographical writings of Heinrich
Jung-Stilling, friend of young Goethe and one of the load­
ing 18th century pietists, was released, which Cunz had
prepared for the fanous Gero.an Reclan Publishing House o 
To this edition ho contributed a long and penetrating 
introduction, which gives ready proof of his profound 
knowledge of the intellectual novenents of the 18th century. 
No less intense was Cunz's interest in tho nethods of 
tcnching Gernan, particularly tho teaching of elenentary 
and internediate Gernnn o It is surely nore than a randon 
coincidence that his last publication, which appeared in
print shortly after his death, deals with a pedagogical
problen: the coordination of tho teaching of Gernan in the
high schools and collegoso This vital interest led hin to
the writing of his college text, German for Beginners (1958)
a grannar book widely used throughout the country 2nd
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revised in a new edition (1965) with the cooperation of
Ulrich Groenke. Groenke had been brought over from Ger-
many by Cunz in 1959, because he seemed eminently qualified
to train the department.' s young instructors and teaching 
assistants and to supervise their teaching. --Due to the 
rapid growth of the number of students of the German De-
partment under Cunz's administration, both on the under­
graduate and graduate levels, this concern for effective 
guidance became even more important and pressing than it 
had been under Cunz's predecessor. 
In due course we shall demonstrate statistically this 
growth of the student population, which required as strict 
a supervisor as Groenke. The actual field of his scholarly 
interest was the Nordic languages, especially Islandic, 
old and new; and he had the opportunity to introduce some 
of our graduate students to this fiold, e.g., in a seminar 
in Norwegian. But his main duty at the Ohio State Universit� 
was the supervision of the "greenhorns." For this task he 
had gained vast experience as a member of the Maryland 
Overseas Program, the "soldiers' universities" which the 
University of Maryland had established wherever American 
Gis were stationed abroad. In 196}ef after eight years of
supervisory work at the Ohio State University Groenke 
returned to Germany to accept the chair of Nordic Languages 
at the University of Cologne. His place was taken by Pro-
fessor Werner Haas, who came to us from the University of 
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Massachusetts and who has further tightened and systematized 
the supervision of the teaching assistants o The same unusual 
gift for organization which makes him so effective at this 
was recognized by the present Director of the German Summer 
School of Middlebury College when he made Werner Haas his 
administrative assistant o
The method of elementary instruction practiced by Cunz, 
Groenke and Haas, has remained mildly conservative o Use 
has long been made of the language laboratory and emphasis 
is placed on exposing the student at the earliest stage to 
as much spoken German in class as possible o But the explanation 
and practice of grammatical and syntactical principles were 
never abandoned, as has been the case at many institutions 
which consider the laboratory and the machine tho panacea 
of language instruction. The.·ihtegration of grammar as­
signment and laboratory use has been in the hands of Pro­
fessor Gottwald, who worked out a meticulous system which 
helped support the classroom instruction by a carefully co­
ordinated use of the laboratory. 
To achieve such a coordination was no mean task 
considering the number of students who had to be taught. 
It is common knowledge that the student population in tho 
sixties grew rapidly all over the United States, and the 
Ohio State University was no exeption o The following sta_ 
tistical data will show how the enrollment in German courses 
grew, and a comparison with the total number of students 
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will denonstrate that the Gernan Department under Cunz's 
adninistration often grew proportionally considerably 
faster than did the University population as a whole o The 
figures given here are for the fall quarter only; the 
reader will have to more than triple them to arrive at 
the total enrollment in German during a full academic year o
Total enrollment German Department 
195100000000016,583 ••• ooooooooooooooo 
195200000000016,410 ••••• ooooooooooooo 
1953 ••••••••• 17,397000000000000000000 
1954ooooooooo18,Q8loooooooeoooooooooo 
193500000000019,590.ooooo o ooooooooooo 
1956ooooooooo20,324oooooooeoooooooooo 
195700000000020,lQQoooooooooooooooooo 
195800000000022,291000000000000000000 
1959ooooooooo22,296oooooeoooooooooooo 
19600000•000023,813000000000000000000 
1961 ••••••••• 25,722 •••••••••••••••••• 
196200000000028,160000000000000000000 
1963ooooooooo30,508oooooooooooooo•ooo 
1964 0 0 � 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 '384 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1965 ••••••••• 35,120 •••••••••• oooooooo 
1966ooooooooo36,64Qooooooooooaooooooo 
1967 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 '8340 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1968 ••••• 000040,392 •••••••• oooooooooo 
423 
436 
447 
464 
447 
524 
533 
665 
650 
621 
755 
1077 
1196 
1288 
1452 
1724 
1969 
1696 
The growth of graduate student enrollment follows a similar 
pattern. During Blume's administration the department 
had between 8 and 10 graduate students, and this figure 
changed only very slightly in the period 1945-19570 But 
after this the rise in the number of graduate students 
was conspicuouso In 1958 there were 18, 21 in 1959, 17 in 
1960, 17 in 1961, 22 in 1962, 23 in 1963, 21 in 1964, 23 
in 1965, 38 in 1966, 35 in 1967, and 42 in 19680 
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This is the place to point generally to the enormous 
growth of the Graduate School of the Ohio State University, 
and how it is reflected in the German Department o As we 
mentioned previously, the Graduate School was instituted 
in 1911, the year in which Evans became chairman of the 
Ger:rim Departrrent O During the 34 years of Evans' adminis­
stration the C-:·c1dur.te School awarded the PhoD o degree to 
22 candidates i� tee field of German o Under the Blume 
administration, whic� lasted a little less than one third 
as long (11 ye�rs), 14 candidates received their Ph o D o in 
German o And during the following 12 years of Dieter Cunz's 
chairmanship this figure was exactly doubled o From 1957 to 
1969 28 students earned their doctorates o During the same 
12 year period the Graduate School awarded 71 l'1A degrees 
to students of German literature or philologyo The corre­
sponding figure in the ten preceding years had been 16 0
But we thoroughly dislike getting drowned in statistics o
The individual students and their achievements are as essen­
tial a part of the history of a department as are the de­
partment's professors and their achievements o Yet, when 
mentioning some outstanding "products" of our department 
since the opening of the Graduate School in 1911, we 
have to limit ourselves to a few names and to the shortest 
possible indication of their accomplishments (the year 
in parenthesis is the one in which the PhoD o degree was 
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received): Jacques R o Breitenbucher (1934), chairman of 
the German Department, Miami University; Harold A o Basilius 
(1935), chairman of the German Department and later Dean 
of the Arts and Science College, Wayne University; Fre­
deric Jo Kramer (1935), chairman of the German Department 
and later Dean of the Arts and Science College, University 
of Syracus; Reinhold Nordsieck (1935), chairman of the 
German Department, University of Tennessee; Gilbert Jordan 
(1936), chairman of the German Department, Southern 
Methodist University; Paul K o Whitacker (1942), Professor 
at the University of Kentucky, and.ft'equent organizer of 
the Kentucky Foreign Language Conference; Humphrey Milnes 
(1949), Professor at the University of Toronto and active 
in research; Adolf E a Schroeder (1950), for many years 
chairman at Kent State University, as of 1969 chairman 
of the German Department at the University of Missouri, 
well known for a number of scholarly publications and his 
work in the American Association of Teachers of German; 
Arne O o Lindberg (1951), chairman of the German Depart­
ment and later Dean of the Arts and Science College, 
'Washington State University; Egon Schwarz (IlA 1951), one 
of the most productive and respected younger germanists 
and chairman of the German Department of Washington Uni­
versity in St o Louis; Elisabeth 0-Bear (1953), chairman 
of the German Department, Otterbein College; Paul Gott­
wald (1955), whose dedicated services to our department 
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have already been described; Sigurd Burckhardt (1956), 
who will be mentioned later on in this report; Kurt 
Guddat (1959), chairman of the German Department, Ohio 
Wesleyan University; Truman Webster (1959), chairman of 
the German Department, University of Vermont; Ilsedore 
Edse (1960), who has been mentioned before in connection 
with her work for \.JOSU and WOSU-TV; Gerald Gillespie 
(1961), now at the University of Pennsylvania, author of 
a book on the Baroque playwright Lohenstein and of many 
remarkable publications both here and in Germany; Alan 
Pa Cottrell (1963), teaching at the University of Michigan, 
and author of some fine scholarly papers; Peter S o Beadle 
(1964), Chairman of the German Department, Franklin & Mar­
shall College; LaVern Rippley (1965), chairman of the 
German Department, St. Olaf College in Minnesota and active 
in published research; Marvin Schindler (1965), whose 
book on Gryphius will soon be released, teaching at the 
University of Virginia and Assistant Dean of the Arts 
and Science College; Johanna Belkin (1966), now an associ­
ate professor in our own department; Marion"$. Wenger 
(1969), chairman of the German Department, Goshen College 
in Indiana. And then there are the many who are teaching 
literally all over the country, from Maine to Washington, 
from Louisiana to Canada. One of our graduates, Helmut 
Tribus (1966) is even a professor of German at Milano, 
Italy. 
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After this quick but far-flung excursion into time 
and space, we now return to the Columbus campus and to 
the years of the Cunz administration o And having offered 
a partial list of alumni of the German Department, we now 
present the list of faculty members under whose guidance 
some of these students turned into alumni o Dieter Cunz 
had a remarkably lucky hand in finding new faculty and 
in warding off, at least for many years, the attempts 
of other institutions to raid the German Department of 
the Ohio State University. There were but few of its 
members who did not at one time or the other receive tempting 
offers from other universities. Some turned down a whole 
array of offers, not only from American institutions but 
from German universities as well--e.g., within three 
years the universities of Mainz and Munich offered Oskar 
Seidlin distinguished chairs in German or Comparative 
Literature. 
One of those whom Cunz could keep for a number of 
years in spite of the most attractive temptations was 
Sigurd Burckhardt. He had left Germany after finishing 
his secondary education and earned his BA and MA (in 
English) at the University of California in Berkeley. 
For a number of years he taught English at St. Mary's 
College in Berkeley, but in 1953 he decided to come to 
the Ohio State University to work under Seidlin. In the 
summer of 1956 he received his doctor's degree with 
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a dissertation on Goethe's Classical plays o Four years 
later, in 1960, he was promoted to a full professorship-­
surely one of the fastest rises anyone has made in the 
academic world o And it was certainly one of the most 
deserved advancements o Burckhardt was equally well versed 
in English and in German literature, and his critical 
contributions to both have been the marvel of literary 
scholars and writers here and abroad o His readings and 
interpretations of Shakespeare, Goethe and Kleist are as 
daring as they are brilliant; and even when they are 
provocative and bordering on the eccentric, they are of 
a razor-sharp ingenuity and a lucidity which is rare in 
literary criticism o He left our department in 1963 to 
build up the German branch of the fiivision of Literature 
at the newly-founded University of California at San 
Diego (La Jolla) o Three years later he committed suicide, 
and only those who know his work can fully appreciate 
what American literary criticism has lost with this prema­
ture death at the age of 500 His essays are of such quality 
that a posthumous volume of his Shakespeare papers was 
just published by the Princeton Press (Shakespearean 
Meanings, 1968); and a collection of his essays on German 
literature (Goethe, Kleist, Morike) is being prepared by 
the Johns Hopkins Press o
Cunz was most a....-1.xious to build bridges between the 
German Department and other literature departments o The 
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bridge to English was Sigurd Burckhardt o The bridge to 
the Romance Department was Walter Naumann, Cunz's first 
appointment after he had taken over the chairmanship. Nau­
mann had studied French literature with the world famous 
Romance scholar Ernst Robert Curtius, under whose guidance 
he earned his Ph.D. at the University of Bonn with a 
dissertation on Mallarme o After immigrating to this country, 
he taught at Oberlin, the University of Wisconsin, and 
Ohio University in Athens o From there Cunz called him to 
the Ohio State University in 1957 0 He was to be our 19th­
century man o As such he had proven his mettle with his 
book on the Austrian playwright Grillparzer (1956)0 Re­
maining faithful to Austrian letters, he later published 
a number of papers on Hugo von Hofmannsthal, especially 
on Hofmannsthal's indebtedness to the Austrian tradition o
In 1963 we lost him to the Technical University of Darmstadt 
which had offered him a chair in Europe.an literatures, 
Cunz had known all along that he would not be able to 
keep him if and when a suitable invitation came from Ger­
many, since Naumann's family had returned to Germany for 
good in 1954. But Naumann left the department with a 
heavy heart, and he has remained close to us over a dis­
tance of 4000 miles. In the summer of 1969 he returned 
as a visiting professor; and his last book, a collection of 
essays on Hofmannsthal (1968), he dedicated to his friends 
in the German Department of the Ohio State University. 
! 
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So it happened that in 1963 two of our key men, 
Burckhardt and Naumann, had to be replaced o And again 
Cunz's hand was luckyo From Germany he brought over Wolf­
gang Wittkowski (1963), who was teaching in a Gymnasium 
and whose articles on Schiller and Hebbel had caught 
Cunz's attention o Out of the preoccupation with the 
latter author grew his recent book .Q.er junge Hebbel (1969) 0
He also continued his studies of Schiller and later added 
a penetrating concern with the works of Kleist and Stifter o
His publications and the many lectures which he presented 
at American and German universities made him well and 
widely known among his colleagues within the short period 
of six years o Too well known for our o�m good, because he 
recently accepted a very tempting offer from the Uni­
versity of Massachusetts, which he will join in the spring 
of 19700 
The replacement for Burckhardt was Charles U. Hoff­
mann o He had received his Ph o D o at the University of 
Illinois (1956), after havins spent two years as a Ful-
bright scholar in Germany. His graduate studies completed, 
he went to the University of California at Los Angeles, 
from where Dieter Cunz called him to the Ohio State Uni-
versity in 1964 0 What originally recommended him to Cunz 
and to the other members of the department was his book 
on Opposition Poetry in Nazi Germany (1962), which is as 
rich in interesting material as it is intelligent in its 
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presentationo But there was another point that counted 
at least as heavily in Cunz's eyes: in 1962 Hoffmann had 
received the Distinguished Teaching Award at UCLA, and 
good teaching was to Cunz at least as important as the 
publication of researcho In this case Cunz's expectations 
were richly fulfilled o Hoffmann turned out to be one of 
the most effective teachers in the department o At the 
same time he continued his research and was asked to de­
liver a paper on the Swiss author Max Frisch at the sympo­
sium on Present Day German Literature, held at the Uni­
versity of Texas (1965) 0 The essay was later published 
by the University of Texas Press; and his lecture was so 
impressive that in 1969 the University of Texas invited him 
again this time to deliver two talks on Bert Brecht o
With this team the German Department of the Ohio State 
University had an expert in every major era of German 
literature with one exception: the Baroque period of the 
middle of the 17th centuryo Ever since Cunz arrived on the 
Columbus campus, he was determined to find a specialist 
on the Baroque, an era which had not been adequately 
represented at the Ohio State University for decades o He 
finally found him in Hugo Bekker, an alumnus of the Uni­
versity of Michigan, who had been teaching at the Uni­
versity of Oregon since 1958 0 Three years later he came 
to the Ohio State University, fully certified as a Baroque 
scholar by his publications o But he proved to be anything 
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but a one-track man. He managed to jump 300 years forward 
in dealing with a contemporary writer, Werner Bergengruen, 
and to jump more than 300 years back with provocative 
articles on the Nibelungenlied, on which he has prepared 
a full-length study. With Fleischhauer, Bekker and Johanna 
Belkin, who already boasts interesting publications in so 
distinguished a journal as the Zeitschrift fur deutsche 
Snrache, the field of medieval philology and literature 
is indeed very well represented. 
After having assembled his faculty, Cunz started to 
revise the program of the German Department somewhat. He 
himself offered a two-quarter course in German Civilization, 
taught in English so that students of other departments 
could attend. This they did in such numbers that the 
course had to be "closed" with a registration of 50. 
Finding that the mixture of graduate and undergraduate 
students in the six general survey courses made for non­
homogeneous and hard-to-teach classes, he excluded the 
undergraduates from this sequence and offered for them 
a series of courses in literary genres instead--i.e., 
poetry, drama, and the short story. The program of the 
graduate students was enriched by the introduction of 
colloquia, somewhat misleadingly called "Individual Studies 
Groups" and actually similar to the graduate seminars but 
somewhat free-wheeling and less structured. In this re-
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spect they were similar to the newly introduced special 
courses for undergraduate honors students. Always anxious 
to improve the elementary and intermediate instruction, 
he added two courses in conversation to aid the students' 
development of a respectable proficiency in spoken German o
And, as has been mentioned before, Cunz divided the course 
on German Literature in English Translation where the en­
rollment had become unmanageable: the first section, taught 
by Seidlin, de3.ling with literature from Goethe to the 
end of the 19th century, the second, taught by Hoffmann, 
dealing with the 20th century exclusively o Each course 
now draws close to 150 students o
With this program the department was able to "produce" 
Danforth and Woodrow Wilson fellows, and it was in turn 
successful in attracting Woodrow Wilson fellows as graduate 
students to. the Ohio State Universityo And almost every year 
at least one of our students was selected to study as a 
Fulbright fellow in Germanyo To carry out the program the 
department needed 46 instructors in the academic year 
1968/69: 24 teaching assistants and 22 members of the 
regular staff o The latter consisted of 1 Regents professor, 
5 professors, 2 associate professors, 6 assistant professors 
(among them promising young people not yet mentioned: 
Gisela M o Vitt, Joseph Gray III, an.d Donald Nelson), and 
8 instructors o Or rather, the department needed 47 members, 
the 47th being our secretary and administrative assistant 
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Maria I1cCutchen (since 1964) without whose efficiency, 
helpfulness and composure the other 46--plus countless 
students--would be utterly lost o
As in earlier years, the regular menu of courses 
outlined above was enriched by side dishes o The department 
:..nvit,::;d visitin3 prol'essors from abroad, e o g. Professor 
Eduo.rd Neur:iann of the Free University of Berlin (1956) 
and Professor .A.L"brech·c 8<:l/5ne cf m.;tt;inge.n (lC]':13), whose 
seminar on GermE.n Peli tic:1.l Pee-try i.B still unforgotten o
Almost every quarter ·we ha.d. a special lecturer, among them 
some of the most not;i.ble schole.rs in America (Victor Lange, 
Princeton; William T� Jackson, Columbia; Erich Heller, 
Northwestern; Ber.nha:cd Bhll!le, �Iarvard; Egon Schwarz, 
Washington University) and in Germany (Walter Killy, 
Gottin:sen; Hans Egon Holthueen, Munich; Wilhelm Emrich, 
Barlin; Fritz 1'18.rtini, Stuttga:ct). Wh(�never possible, these 
lectures were g:iven in English so that the University as 
a whole would profit from them o This was in keeping with 
the German Department's general attempt to give its 
whole-hearted support to ur:iversity-wide efforts. Some of 
our instructors (Bekker, Burckhard, Naumann) were loaned 
out to the program of the new Dtvision of Comparative 
Literature .. For the Scbil}.er celebration in 1959, commemo­
rating the two hundredth e.nni�;ersary of the great play-
wright, we colaborated with the T.heatre Depart:·:�ent .. ·It.pro­
/\ 
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duced Schiller's Maria Stuart for this occasion, while the 
English poet Stephen Spender and Oskar Seidlin presented 
lectures on Germany's greatest theatrical geniuso To reach 
an audience beyond the campus, Ilsedore Edse continued 
her programs over WOSU and WOSU-TV, and now her fans are 
legion o Once a year in spring many of them converge on 
Columbus from all parts of Ohio to have luncheon or a 
Kaffeeklatsch with the woman who instructs them by 
entertaining them o
All these efforts have been richly rewarded o If on 
the following pages we list some of the many and high 
recognitions which the members of the department have reaped, 
we do so not to pat ourselves on the back or simply to 
boast our achievements o The history of this department must 
not only report the department's actions, but the re-actions 
to its activities as well, its standing in the academic 
world at largea First there are the honors gathered on 
the home grounds, on the campus itself. A member of the 
German Department was among the first group of five faculty 
people who in 1960 received the$ 1000 Prize for Dis­
tinguished Teaching awarded by the Ohio State Alumni 
Associationo Three times members of the German Department 
(Seidlin, Cunz, Fleischhauer) were initiated as honorary 
members into Phi Beta Kappa o Four times the Alfred J 0
Wright Award "for significant service to organized student 
activities and for the development of effective student 
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leadership" went to the German Department (Cunz, Seidlin, 
Edse, Fleischhauer) o And four times the Arts College Council 
also chose a member of the Department of German for the 
annual Good Teaching Award, given to a member of the 
College faculty who is worthy of special recognition "by 
virtue of the excellence of his undergraduate teaching" 
(Mahr, Cunz, Edse, Seidlin) o There is no other department 
in the Colleges of Arts and Science, which has received 
this "Teacher of the Year" award more often than has our 
relatively small German Department. In 1966 the highest 
distinction came to the German Department when one of its 
members was designated Regents Professor by the Ohio Board 
of Regents, the first such appointment in the humanities 
at the Ohio State University. 
Honors from outside the campus were equally impressive. 
Blume, Burckhardt, Naumann and Seidlin were recipients of 
Guggenheim Fellowships. Cunz was elected a member of the 
Advisory Council of the Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation 
in 1961. At about the same time Seidlin was appointed to 
the Advisory Council of Princeton University, on which he 
is now serving a third term. Several members of the depart­
ment were involved in the activities of the country's 
leading professional organization representing English 
and the foreign languages, the Modern Language Association 
of America. Blume, Hoffmann and Seidlin (3 times) were at 
one time or the other elected chairmen of ML.A sections. 
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Again and again members of the department were invited 
to read papers at the annual convention of the Association: 
Blume, Sperber, Burckhardt, Bekker, Wi ttkO'l,rnki, Johanna 
Belkin and Seidlin ( 5 times) o The highest recognition 
came in 1965, when a member of our department was made
First Vice-President of the Modern Language Association, 
the first time in more than 50 years that an Ohio State 
University man was elected to a presidential office of 
the organization o Honors came too from other universities, 
not the least of them last May, when a member of our 
department received an honorary degree (Doctor of Humane 
Letters) from the University of Michigano And in 1965
the department as a whole was honored when the American 
Council on Education,after a survey conducted among the 
faculties of the 106 largest universities and colleges, 
included the German Department of the Ohio State University 
among the ten best graduate departments in the country o
Yet the reputation of the department reaches beyond 
the boundaries of our country o Some of the highest honors 
were bestowed upon its members by German agencies and 
organizations o In the summer of 1959 Seidlin was chosen 
Ford Professor-in-Residence by the Free University of Ber­
lin o Three years later the President of the Federal Re­
public of Germany awarded the Officers' Cross of the Order 
of Merit to Dieter Cunz, citing specifically "his efforts 
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on behalf of the German language instruction in the United 
States and his scholarly contributions in the field of 
German-American immigration history o " In 1963 Oskar Seidlin
received the Goethe Medal in Gold, awarded by the German 
Goethe Institute for meritorious work in the service of 
German culture in a foreign country o And in 1968 the Ger-
man Academy of Language and Literature bestowed upon 
him the$ 1500 Prize for Germanic Studies Abroad, making 
him the second American ever to receive this honor o 
So recognized, the German Department of the Ohio State 
University would indeed be in a position to celebrate 
cheerfully the hundredth anniversary of its university, 
if on the eve of the centennial year a heavy shadow had 
not fallen upon ito In Februa3:Jl969 Dieter Cunz suddenly 
died at the age of 58 0 Only those who knew him well are 
fully aware of ·what a loss we have suffered, yet others 
have realized it too o Expressions of sorrow and sympathy 
came from all over the country, literally from hundreds
of people whose lives he had touched o A young German writer
who had been helped by Dieter Cunz when he arrived in 
this country, dedicated to Cunz's memory a book he had 
just published on the History of the Germans in Virginia o
The next Report of the Society for the History of the 
Germans in Maryland will be a memorial volume to Dieter 
Cunz, containinG a complete bibliography of his writings; 
testimonials of the first student who took his Ph o D o degree
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under him (Dr. Myron Vent, Washington, DoC o) and of the 
last (Profo Walter Knoche, University of Maryland); and 
as an homage from our university ant article by Wolfgang 
Fleischhauer on "German Communities in Northwestern Ohioo '' 
The State of Maryland has done even more. The governor 
of the State and the Lord Mayor of Baltimore declared the 
17th of August, 1969 "German-American Dayo" It happened 
to be exactly 6 months after Dieter Cunz's death, and the 
societies and associations which organized this German­
American Day dedicated it to the memory of Dieter Cunz, 
whose life is, as the main speaker expressed it, "a model 
and a challenge to all of us." 
Proud as we are of these tributes to our late chair­
man, we were even more deeply touched by the dozens of 
letters from students. Some of them he had never had in 
class; but he had helped them when they were in trouble, 
had given them needed advice, or had simply perked them 
up, by a kindly word when they felt in the dumps. Almost 
like a refrain there runs through all these letters the 
writer's assertion that Dieter Cunz's name is indelibly 
inscribed in his heart. 
But his name will outlast the present generation. 
Upon petition of students and with the strong support of 
Dr. Charles Babcock, Dean of the College of the Humanities, 
the Board. of Trustees decided to name the new building, 
n.� .. 1.,,COl,.l. ..
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into which all the modern foreign languages will move 
during the centennial year, the Dieter Cunz Hall of 
Languages o It will replace Derby Hall, ·which has housed 
most of the languages since 1928 0 At the time of this 
move the street on which the new Di� Cunz Hall is located, 
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i·.rill be renamed Milliken Read o Thus in the centennial year 
the name of the man who first taught German at this uni­
versity will be united with the name of the man who was 
the German Department's chairman on the eve of the second 
century of our university o The German Department is aware 
of and very moved by this symbolic constellation. It 
accepts it as a pledge and a challenge wti±cb it trusts it 
will be able to meet under the guidance of its new chair­
man, Charles W O Hoffmann o
